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This is in reference to our February 26, 2021 conversation and December 2, 2020 letter 
referencing the inappropriate dividing of Norfolk Terminal into two calling cycles while being one 
terminal location. You stressed that there were two different classes of work at the one terminal. 
That Portlock handled freight and intermodal equipment and that Lamberts Point handled loaded 
and empty coal hoppers in the process of dumping coal at Pier 6. You stated that the two 
processes justified the new additional 7 P.M. call cycle. 

The Organization wants to point out the incorrect activities in Norfolk Terminal. The local NS 
managers utilize crews at Lamberts Point at Portlock on a daily basis. This eliminates your position 
that the work is divided. I am writing examples below with the information and work performed. 

The Organization continues to stand on the position that Norfolk Terminal is one twenty-four-
hour continuous operation, and the Carrier is in violation of the BLET 1980 agreement on yard 
calling hours. The Organization demands the cycle be returned back to three eight hour shifts as 
directed in the agreement. Article 4 —Starting times states: 

1. Regularly assigned yard crews shall each have a fixed starting 
time, and the starting time of a crew will not be changed 
without at least forty-eight (48) hours' advance notice. 
Practices as to handling of transfer crews are not affected by 
this section. 

2. Where three (3) 8-hour shifts are worked in continuous 
service, the time for the first shift to begin work will be 
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between 6:30 A.M. and 8:00 A.M.; the second 2:30 P.M. and 
4:00 P.M.; and the third 10:30 P.M. and 12 Midnight. 

3. Where two (2) shifts are worked in continuous service the first 
shift may be stated during any one of the periods named in 
paragraph (2). 

4. Where two (2) shifts are worked, not in continuous service, 
the time for the first shift to begin work will be between the 
hours of 6:30 A.M. and 10:00 A.M., and the second not later 
than 10:30 P.m. 

5. Where an independent assignment is worked regularly, the 
starting time will be during one of the periods provided in 
paragraphs (2) and (4). 

6. At points where only one (1) yard crew is regularly employed, 
they can be stared at any time, subject to paragraph (1). 

7. When mutually agreeable, on account of conditions produced 
by having two (2) standards of time, starting time may be 
changed one (1) hour from periods above provided. 
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As we discussed in the conversation, you emphasized that the work being performed was two 
different classes of equipment and service. The agreement does not differentiate between 
service, but solely on continuous operation on a twenty-four-hour clock. As you can see below, 
the local managers see no differences in the work to be performed and are utilizing Lamberts 
Point crews to work at Portlock/NIT on a daily basis with one crew outside of the calling cycle. 
The below are the examples. 

The following indicates the continuous violation of the agreement on a daily basis: 

1. March 2, 2021 — UL29 — Gathered cars from the Government Yard and transferred the 
cars to Portlock. Upon yard the cars at Portlock, yardmaster Dan Garcia instructed the 
crew to switch out 18 cars in track 39 for outbound 228. 

2. January 31, 2021.- UL17 — Trainmaster Rodney Ogletree transported the crew upon 
reporting for duty to Portlock to relieve the 228. After yarding the train, they were 
instructed to spot the intermodal tracks at Portlock. Once finished with the intermodal 
ramp, they hostled the 228 power to Lamberts Point service track and obtained outbound 
power to take back to Portlock. Upon arrival with the power, they were transported back 
to Lamberts Point to put off duty. 

3. March 6, 2021— UL30 — Reported at 7pm (Out of Cycle) and was transported immediately 
to Portlock to build outbound 227. They finished building the train, then hostled engines 
from Portlock to Lamberts Point and back. Once completing that move, they switched 
intermodal train 23G at Portlock and once completed taxied back to Lamberts Point. 

4. March 7, 2021— U169 — took engines from Lamberts Point to Portlock and doubled up 
9,600 feet of NIT intermodal cars to build a train and return to Lamberts Point. 
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5. March 7, 2021 — UL30 — Reported at 7pm (out of cycle) was transported to Portlock to 
switch out 228 inbound train. The crew completed that work then were instructed to pull 
the intermodal pad tracks of 7,000 feet and set to the yard. 

6. March 8, 2021— UL30 — Reported at 7pm (out of cycle) took power from Lamberts Point 
to Portlock. Taxied back to Lamberts Point and performed service in the empty yard. After 
lunch, they were told to take units back to Portlock and made the mid-night pull from the 
intermodal ramp. 

7. March 9, 2021 — UL30 — Reported at 7pm (out of cycle) take outbound train 227 power 
from Lamberts Point to Portlock and build the outbound train. Upon completion, they 
were instructed to get a yard engine and make the midnight pull at NIT ramp and yarded 
the outbound intermodal cars at Portlock and were taxied back to Lamberts Point. 

8. March 26, 2021 — UL29 — took outbound power from Lamberts Point to Portlock. They 
were then instructed to yard 236. After yarding 236 they took 8300 feet of freight from 
Portlock to NIT. 

9. March 27, 2021— UL30 — Reported at 7pm (out of cycle) took outbound 227 power from 
Lamberts Point to Portlock and was told to get a yard engine and switch empty intermodal 
cars for the remainder of their shift before returning to Lamberts Point on duty 10 hours 
and 42 minutes. 

10. March 27, 2021 — ULI7 was transported to Portlock to switch empty intermodal 
equipment 

11. March 28, 2021 — UL17 — Taxi from Lamberts Point to Portlock to switch intermodal 
equipment and taxi back to Lamberts Point. 

12. March 28, 2021 — UL29 — recrewed the NVO3 local switcher and yarded the train. The 
crew was then instructed to build outbound 234 of 7,000 feet of intermodal equipment 
and switch/block the train. The crew was then transported back to Lamberts Point to 
hump/dump 30 cars of coal in the Barney Yard. 

13. March 30, 2021— UL29 — reported at 7pm (out of cycle). The crew yarded 826 coal train 
and dumped 36 loads of coal from the train. After that, the crew was taxied to 
Portlock/NIT to make the midnight pull on the intermodal ramp and yarded the pull at 
Portlock. The crew was taxied back to Lamberts Point to put off duty. 

14. April 2, 2021— UL30 — reported at 7pm (out of cycle). Upon reporting, the crew was taxied 
to Portlock to switch intermodal cars for their entire shift of 8 hours and 20 minutes. 

15. April 4, 2021— UL29 — reported at 7pm (out of cycle). The yardmaster contacted the crew 
prior to going on duty at Lamberts Point and instructed them to report at Portlock in 
violation of their advertisement to save deadhead time. The crew switched intermodal 
equipment their entire shift. 

As you can see by the detailed examples, Norfolk Terminal is one location and is performing 
services as one location. This is proof the Carrier has violated the 1980-yard agreement between 
the Organization and the Carrier. I request the assignments be returned to three shift/continuous 
operations as outlined in the agreement and all claims for the violation be placed in line for 
payment. 
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If you disagree with the assertions, I would like to have a final conference on the subject to be 
placed in expedited arbitration to have a neutral body render the decision. I am available April 
20 or April 22 to discuss. 

Thank you, 

71<2.-J 
General Chairman 

cc: James Bedsole, Local Chairman, BLET Division 456 Norfolk 
Scott Bunten, 1st Vice General Chairman, BLET GCA Eastern Lines 
Chuck Rorrer, 2nd Vice General Chairman, BLET GCA Eastern Lines 
Rick Gibbons, Vice President, BLET National Division 
Adam Lively, Assistant Director, Labor Relations 
David Phillips, General Chairman, SMART-TD 


